

USS Delphyne 9911.15


Host ACTDNicke says:
<><><><><><><><><RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><
CO_Grant says:
::in the briefing room, turns to XO::
XO_Wall says:
::in briefing room with CO:: CO: you wanted to see me?
TO_Hawkes says:
::At TAC wondering where his boss is::
Lea says:
::Lying in sickbay::
OPS_Lynam says:
At science console preparing to work on the computer.::
FCO_Nichols says:
::at station::
CNS_Jiosa says:
::out on bridge om counselors chair::
CIV_McLeo says:
::at sci 1::
CO_Grant says:
XO: Mr.Macpherson was operating the transporter during last mission. And he tried to initiate transport twice when ordered not to do so.
XO_Wall says:
CO: he did?
CO_Grant says:
XO: I think he got mixed up from receiving so many orders from so many directions.
Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: the computer systems all seem normal... 
CO_Grant says:
XO: It is in transporter logs, and bridge logs of myself and CTO
FCO_Nichols says:
::pulls up early edition of "Starfleet Today" and begins reading::
OPS_Lynam says:
CIV: O.k.  Here's what we're going to do.  Get some engineers and disconnect the secondary computer systems from the main.  I mean everything, pull chips cut wires, whatever it takes.
XO_Wall says:
CO: well he was informed to consult with Lefler on the Freighter?
EngMac says:
::in shuttle bay 1 working on the Rio Cocos inertial dampeners without having sleep over the past 96 hours::
CNS_Jiosa says:
::looks around bridge spots FCO reading material::
CO_Grant says:
XO: I don't think he did it on purpose but he must be made aware of the consequences of such errors.
TO_Hawkes says:
::Begins scanning for weapons grad trilitium::
TO_Hawkes says:
<<grade>>
CO_Grant says:
XO: talk to him after the ceremony, I don't want to court-martial him
Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: FCO's console blinks , making her lose her place as the "magazine" comes back on her viewer
XO_Wall says:
CO: aye I will talk to him
Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: she doesn't think much of it
FCO_Nichols says:
self: oh, man ::slaps forehead:: now I have to start from the beginning.  Garfield was just getting funny too.
CO_Grant says:
XO: Have him restricted to quarters and work for 2 days. And he must be checked out by MEdbay for medical or psychological problems
Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: down in the lower crew levels , replicators begin enhancing crew orders
CIV_McLeo says:
OPS:  I've got 58% of they systems down so far..the rest will have to be done manually
OPS_Lynam says:
::Begins building a firewalled corridor through the computer for commands to be sent::
CNS_Jiosa says:
FCO: Garfield?
XO_Wall says:
CO: you think all thats necssary?
FCO_Nichols says:
CNS: Ummm, computer malfunction?:
CNS_Jiosa says:
FCO: Of course ::smiles::
FCO_Nichols says:
::quickly shuts off "Starfleet Today" and begins running her 4th diagnostic of the shift.
CO_Grant says:
XO: I am returning to the bridge, you can talk it over with Mr.Lefler if more must be done. He , Lefler, can post a reprimand if he wants to
OPS_Lynam says:
CIV: Good, get on it.  And be discreet. :;Nods at the computer terminal::
XO_Wall says:
CO: aye sir
Host ACTDNicke says:
ACITON: science console shows optimal efficiency levels
CO_Grant says:
XO:  I will see you later in the lounge, go ahead and prepare for the ceremony now.
CO_Grant says:
XO: ALert the bridge, when you are ready so the senior staff can attend.
Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: OPS console seems to brighten and dim, brighten and dim for a moment or two
XO_Wall says:
CO: yes seeya later, aye sir
OPS_Lynam says:
::Hides command pathway in replicator systems::
CO_Grant says:
::Exits the briefing room and goes to bridge::
OPS_Lynam says:
:;Notices ops panel out of corner of eye::
CO_Grant says:
::enters the bridge::
Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: CO"s view  in the ready room begins playing an old earht movie
TO_Hawkes says:
ALL: Captain on the bridge!
OPS_Lynam says:
Self: Just a little longer.....::
XO_Wall says:
::remains in the briefing room, puzzled by this::
EngMac says:
::thinks to self:: I have so many people coming at me from all directions, I can't keep up, a I need sleep, but noone will leave me alone long enough to get some. I either have to repair the runabout 5 times a day or I have to modify a ship system, but I guess I'm a very intrical part of the crew I guess. So what gives, I guess
CIV_McLeo says:
::nods at OPS::  ::sends coordinates of systems that need to be manually adjusted to engineers::
CO_Grant says:
ALL: as you were
Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: EO Mac becomes dizzy from lack of sleep and thinks he's seeing things when a holo figure approaches him
OPS_Lynam says:
::Sees McCleod send messages to the engineers::
Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: the figure disappears and the console controls begin calibrations and diagnostics
TO_Hawkes says:
CO: We have a red alert scheduled if I'm not mistaken sir.
TO_Hawkes says:
drill that is
EngMac says:
::contiues thought:: I'll have to contact my father and let him know that I am serious trouble
CIV_McLeo says:
OPS: there, they know about the "problem areas" now
OPS_Lynam says:
CIV: That's not being very discreet Mr. Mcleod.  Treat the computer as if it were being monitored by an outside source from now on o.k.
EngMac says:
::sees figure, but contiues to work::
CO_Grant says:
TAC: Not yet mr.Hawkes, I need to know about the space near titanic last spot and disposition of the cargo
CO_Grant says:
OPS: status of computer purge?
OPS_Lynam says:
:;Walks over to the Captain::
XO_Wall says:
*LOUNGE*: yes this Cmdr Wall would like you guys to whip up a traditional memorial service,nothing really big fancy,  if you have any questions please contact me. can you have if ready about an hour.
TO_Hawkes says:
CO: Right! I am scanning for weapons grade Trilithium, so we'll see what we get.
Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION:  a sudden power surge its recorded 
CO_Grant says:
TAC: acknowledged
OPS_Lynam says:
CO: We're working on it now.  I figure about half an hour give or take.  Right now I'm taking care of the "what ifs".
CO_Grant says:
::NOds at OPS::
EngMac says:
*CMO*: I'm in my way to see you
OPS_Lynam says:
::Watces lights surge::
CIV_McLeo says:
OPS:  My mistake, sir.  I did embed the message within a seperate file.  The engineering team has completed 69% of their task
CO_Grant says:
OPS: You mean like that power surge
TO_Hawkes says:
::Checks tactical systems after the surge::
MO_Lea says:
<Nurse> *EO*: Doctor Laiiron is not here, but we will be ready for you.
XO_Wall says:
<Lounge> XO: um we will need more time how about 2 hours?
OPS_Lynam says:
CO: Uh huh.  I'm taking steps to see that we'll have control of the ship should...something, happen.
EngMac says:
*nurse* acknowledged
OPS_Lynam says:
CO: With your permission I'd like to utilize Mr. Hawkes.
CO_Grant says:
OPS: COntinue then
Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: FCO station shows new coordinates being inputted... but no one notices yet
CIV_McLeo says:
OPS:  engineering has completed 73% of the task..overall completion is 82%
XO_Wall says:
*Lounge*: thats ok, inform me when it is ready, Cmdr Wall out
CO_Grant says:
OPS: while he is here , I don't see a problem with him helping you
EngMac says:
Computer: continue with the modification of the Rio's inertial dampers
OPS_Lynam says:
CIV: Acknowleged, stand by I have another task for you.
TO_Hawkes says:
::Overhears:: OPS: What can I help you with?
EngMac says:
<computer> acknowledged
CIV_McLeo says:
::nods at OPS::
CO_Grant says:
FCO: I may want to orbit Dredma for the ceremony, prepare a course at impulse to that effect
TO_Hawkes says:
::Sets TAC console to beep if anything comes up::
EngMac says:
::enters TL:: TL: medbay
FCO_Nichols says:
Lyman: Did you tap into my controls?
MO_Lea says:
<Nurse> EO: What is the problem?
OPS_Lynam says:
TO, CIV: (Quietly) I want you two to go down to main computer control and prepare to shut down the main computers.  Whatever it takes, cutters, phasers, a photon grenade...well maybe not that.
EngMac says:
nurse: sleep I need sleep, but noone will let me have it
OPS_Lynam says:
FCO: No, (suspiciously) why?
FCO_Nichols says:
CO: Sir, someone new coordinates have been laid in, but it's not to Dredma.
CIV_McLeo says:
::nods very slightly at OPS::  ::waits for TO to head to TL::
CO_Grant says:
FCO: Set co-ordinates for Dredma , then
Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: course once again changed... to Dredma
CNS_Jiosa says:
FCO: Where to then?
TO_Hawkes says:
::Whispers:: OPS: On my way. ::STops a TAC console and removes a tricorder and a phaser2 from the small arms locker there::
MO_Lea says:
<Nurse> EO: Sit down on this biobed.   ::Removes her tricorder and begins to scan EO::
CO_Grant says:
FCO: report computer problems to MR.Lynam
FCO_Nichols says:
Lynam: I can't input new ones.  They change right back.
EngMac says:
::sits down::
TO_Hawkes says:
::HAnds a similar phaser to CIV and heads for TL::
OPS_Lynam says:
CO: We may not have as much time as I thought.
CO_Grant says:
FCO: activate manual controls
XO_Wall says:
*EO*: Mac, were are you?
CO_Grant says:
OPS: acknowledged
Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: Tac station seems to have delays in initiating scans
FCO_Nichols says:
CO: Aye, sir.  Transferring to manual controls.
EngMac says:
*XO*: sickbay
CIV_McLeo says:
::enters TL with TO::
TO_Hawkes says:
::Nonchalontly:: TL: Deck 8
Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: TL stops at Deck7
TO_Hawkes says:
Self: Odd!
FCO_Nichols says:
::switching to manual, sighs with relief when controls are released to her command::
MO_Lea says:
<Nurse>::Completes her scans::
TO_Hawkes says:
TL: Deck EIGHT!
XO_Wall says:
*EO*: Mac, ok have to tell you this, when you are finished there you are confined to quarters, Captains orders.
Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: TL moves to Deck 8
TO_Hawkes says:
TL: Thank you.
EngMac says:
*XO*: I can get some sleep?
CO_Grant says:
OPS: If you think it is necessary, you may kick everyone out of the Turbolifts to limit computer access , we can use the exercise to climb the shafts
OPS_Lynam says:
:;Returns to science and double checks safe command pathways::
MO_Lea says:
<Nurse> ::hears XO over comm:: EO: That is probably the best thing that could happen just now.
CIV_McLeo says:
::steps off the TL::
TO_Hawkes says:
::Exits TL on deck 8::
EngMac says:
::thinks to self:: yes finally sleep!!
OPS_Lynam says:
CO: Understood.
TO_Hawkes says:
*Eng, OPS* Just FYI the TL had a slight hiccup,
MO_Lea says:
<Nurse>EO: You are suffering from exhaustion and sleep deprevation, though I think you know that.
EngMac says:
::thanks the nurse and exits sickbay::
XO_Wall says:
*EO* Mac, what you me can get some sleep, havent you been getting any?
XO_Wall says:
<mean>
TO_Hawkes says:
::Heads to computer core...stopping at lateral sensors en route rather than bee-lining::
OPS_Lynam says:
*TO*: Understood, exercise extreme caution in your work.
MO_Lea says:
<Nurse>::See EO walk out of sickbay. Runs after him:: EO: Hey!
CIV_McLeo says:
TO(quietly):  If we suspect the computer is going to try and stop us, we may be able to occupy it with a means-torvald algorithm
MO_Lea says:
<Nurse> EO: I did not say you could leave yet.
TO_Hawkes says:
::NO Idea what CIV just said:: CIV: Sure....uh...whatever.
CO_Grant says:
OPS: I understand that crazy computer program knows Mr.Hawkes as mervin?
OPS_Lynam says:
:;Receives confirmation that engineering teams have completed Phase 1::
XO_Wall says:
*EO*: did you get my question?
CO_Grant says:
OPS: perhaps he can talk to it if necessary
EngMac says:
*XO*:  no sir, I'm too busy, I have to have evrything fixed or modified every hour of every single day, so I never have time for sleep anymore
TO_Hawkes says:
::Leaves lateral sensor array, enters computer core and scans with tricorder::
XO_Wall says:
::disturbed about what hes hearing and decides he needs to talk to Mac now::
Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: Lynams view shows a message.... Hello!!!!
MO_Lea says:
<Nurse> ::Figures she is safer off letting him go:: EO: You may go to your quarters now.
EngMac says:
::turns to the nurse:; Nurse: I have orders to get to my bed
OPS_Lynam says:
CO; Really?  Hmmm, well I'll keep that in mind.  I have a feeling if all this fails the computer may not treat any of us as friends.
FCO_Nichols says:
CO: Manual controls are completely responsive.  Ready to follow course to Dredma on your orders.
TO_Hawkes says:
*OPS*: okey dokey mr. Lynam...we're here.
CIV_McLeo says:
::enters computer core and looks at core readings::
MO_Lea says:
<Nurse> ::shakes her head, confused and returns to sickbay::
XO_Wall says:
*EO*: I will meet you at your quarters, I need to talk to you
OPS_Lynam says:
:;Sees message.  "Oh boy."::
CO_Grant says:
OPS: Do you think we can attempt to move the ship?
CNS_Jiosa says:
::pulls up the most recent med reports and sees EO Mac has been in::
OPS_Lynam says:
COMP: Umm, Hello?
OPS_Lynam says:
CO: I don't know sir.  Let's try it.
TO_Hawkes says:
::Looks at all the chips, and tries to remember his computer science course material at the academy::
EngMac says:
*XO* aye, meet you there
XO_Wall says:
::leaves briefing room and heads to TL::
Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: the others look over at lynam curiously 
CO_Grant says:
CNS_JIOSA: I hope you are upto helping Mr.Lynam if necessary
EngMac says:
::enters quarters::
OPS_Lynam says:
*TO*: Understood, if you don't hear from me in fifteen minutes...proceed.
Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: his view once again types out words.  
CNS_Jiosa says:
CO: Yes sir I am
CO_Grant says:
:: looks at cns::
Host ACTDNicke says:
<viewer> Where are we going Mr. Lynam?
TO_Hawkes says:
*OPS*: Okey doke
CNS_Jiosa says:
::stands up and heads to TL::
FCO_Nichols says:
self: And she wondered about me for reading Garfield.
CIV_McLeo says:
::moves towards TO(quietly):ideas?
CO_Grant says:
CNS: Better check in with lounge, see that everything is getting ready for ceremony
Host ACTDNicke says:
<viewer> what are you doing? I cannot ....find ....
CNS_Jiosa says:
::nods her confirmation::
XO_Wall says:
::TL comes to a stop, exits heads down corridor toward Macs quarters::
OPS_Lynam says:
FCO: What is our present course and destination?
TO_Hawkes says:
::Quietly:: CIV: For the moment, no, I was hoping you would.
EngMac says:
computer: lights ::lights come on::
CO_Grant says:
FCO: Leave orbit of 2nd moon, 1/4 impulse destination standard orbit of Dredma
CO_Grant says:
FCO: engage
FCO_Nichols says:
CO: Aye sir.
EngMac says:
sits at desk and reads a report on the warp core stabilization::
CNS_Jiosa says:
*XO*: Would you prefer to talk to Mac alone or do you want me there sir?
XO_Wall says:
::stops in front of EO quarters, rings chime::
FCO_Nichols says:
Lynam: Course is set to Dredma.
TO_Hawkes says:
CIV: For now, lets check the core out, but try not to disturb anything.
CNS_Jiosa says:
::enters TL::
EngMac says:
enter
OPS_Lynam says:
:;Types in " We are going to Dredma, are you L.C.?"
TO_Hawkes says:
::Begins sanning isolinear chips for abnormalities::
CIV_McLeo says:
::nods at TO, then moves towards the computer memory area::
XO_Wall says:
*CNS*:  you can come, but I think I know what the problem is?
OPS_Lynam says:
:;Motions the Captain over::
XO_Wall says:
::enters Macs quarters::
EngMac says:
::stands at attention::
Host ACTDNicke says:
<viewer> I dont know... am I? 
XO_Wall says:
EO: at ease
CNS_Jiosa says:
*XO*: I'll leave this in your capable hands, anything crops up call me
EngMac says:
::sits back at desk::
FCO_Nichols says:
::Engages at 1/4 impulse::
CO_Grant says:
OPS: you want to say something?
XO_Wall says:
*CNS*: acknowledged
EngMac says:
XO: you wanted to talk?
Host ACTDNicke says:
<viewer> Mr.Lynam..can you help me?
CIV_McLeo says:
::checks to see where the frieghter's computer stored itself
OPS_Lynam says:
:;Points at the dialog on the computer screen::
EngMac says:
XO: have a seat ::pulls out a chair::
XO_Wall says:
EO: yes you said you haven’t been getting any sleep, why?
CNS_Jiosa says:
::sits back in chair checking the reports for the memorial service::
CO_Grant says:
OPS: You think that is coming from LC the freighter program?
OPS_Lynam says:
::Types "I will try.  What do you need?"
TO_Hawkes says:
::Starts going over ship evacuation procedures in his head... thinks to self "Deck 8 has escape pods'....keeps scanning the core.
Host ACTDNicke says:
<viewer> who am I? Why am I here? ..................Mr.Lynam... I know you ... i remmber something....
EngMac says:
XO: well, lets start with the runabouts, it seems that noone can keep them out of danger and they are always getting damaged, and who do they call to fix them, me, because it's my area
OPS_Lynam says:
CO: Well, I've never seen any Starfleet Computer do this.  It's either L.C. Or our computer begging for help.
Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: another surge is read
CO_Grant says:
OPS: probably the latter
EngMac says:
XO: I say it's not ready, but does anyone listen, no, they take them anyway
XO_Wall says:
EO: thats fine but your one person, dont get me wrong your are a fine officer and follows orders, but you have to take care of yourself
CIV_McLeo says:
::moves back to TO:: TO(quietly):all right, the freighter’s computer is stored in one large block in the ship's memory.  That will make it easier and quicker to delete
EngMac says:
XO: and there is noone better than me at fixing or modifying them
OPS_Lynam says:
:Tpes: " Are you the computer for U.S.S Delphyne?"
Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTON: no answer
XO_Wall says:
EO: I don't want tired and run down officer, understood, I like to know who told you you couldnt sleep?
OPS_Lynam says:
FCO: Begin isolating the manual helm controls from the main computer.
TO_Hawkes says:
::Types into a PADD and shows to CIV: CIV: Prepare an algorithm to carry that out as a plan-B.
CO_Grant says:
fco: Eta to Dredma?
Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: the USS DELPHYNE is now in orbit around Dredma
EngMac says:
XO: everyone, everyone that depends on me to keep this ship together
FCO_Nichols says:
CO: 30 seconds sir.
OPS_Lynam says:
::Types "Are you the Fighter LCARS 9000?"
CO_Grant says:
fco: good, assume standard orbit
Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: no answer
TO_Hawkes says:
*CPO_HArris*: could you come to deck 8 please?
FCO_Nichols says:
::steers ship in orbit::
EngMac says:
XO: and I have to live up to my father, everyone always compares me to the Adml.
FCO_Nichols says:
::begins separating manual from automatic controls::
CIV_McLeo says:
::nods at TO::  TO: we could possibly remove the memory manually and insert it into a seperate module
TO_Hawkes says:
*<CPO_HArris>:TO*: On my way HAwkes.
CO_Grant says:
:: thinks of an idea::
XO_Wall says:
EO: relax your going to burn yourself before, you will never make it that far if you keep this up
TO_Hawkes says:
CIV: What would you need?
CO_Grant says:
OPS: Can you transfer this conversation to panel in lounge without risking control of the ship?
FCO_Nichols says:
Lynam: Manual controls are separated.
TO_Hawkes says:
<CPO_Harris>::Enters TL:: TL: Deck 8
CIV_McLeo says:
TO: I would need a small individual processing unit capable of holding 30000 terraquads of memory
OPS_Lynam says:
CO: Should be simple enough.  I'll just reroute the viewer controls.
TO_Hawkes says:
<CPO-Harris>::Exits TL and heads for Hawkes' locale::
OPS_Lynam says:
:;Transfers this "screen" to lounge panel.::
CO_Grant says:
OPS: Take it to the lounge, have LC join us for the ceremony. Perhaps if it has closure that will cure it.
XO_Wall says:
EO: now look this is a order, you are to follow your schedule, anything beyond that is your time, there is a full Eng Dept on this ship use them if needed, you are to get the proper rest unless I or the Captain say so.
TO_Hawkes says:
CIV: Ok. I want you to type your plan and everything you need on this PADD...don't say any of it aloud..ok? ::Hands CIV the PADD::
FCO_Nichols says:
Lynam: The controls just reconnected themselves.  I'll try to separate them again.
CO_Grant says:
*XO*: Time to hold that ceremony, and we will have LC as a guest speaker
EngMac says:
XO: and when your an Admls son, everyone compares you to them, so I strive to be better than him, a better Engineer, but I can't do it. I'm sorry for what happened, but I have 50 orders coming at me at once and I can't keep up
CIV_McLeo says:
::nods at TO and begins writing, furrowing his brow occassionally::
TO_Hawkes says:
<CPO_HArris>: TO: Whatcha' need L T?
OPS_Lynam says:
CO: I duplicated this display in the lounge, I would like to stay here to continue.
OPS_Lynam says:
*TO, CIV*: Stand by another 10 minutes.
CO_Grant says:
OPS: very well then have Hawkes go to the lounge then
OPS_Lynam says:
CO: Aye aye.
CO_Grant says:
*LOUNGE*: Are you ready to hold the ceremony?
CIV_McLeo says:
::the plan calls for all the memory modules to be removed simultaneously then placed into the seperate processor so the LCARS 9000 would continue to run without endangering the Delph::
OPS_Lynam says:
*TO*: Mr. Hawkes, please report to the Lounge.
TO_Hawkes says:
::Nods toward CIV:: <CPO_HArris>: Wen he's done take that PADD to Lynam, and if it's ok-ed, get the required materials and bring them here. Got It?
EngMac says:
XO: I have never operated a transporter in my life, that was my first time
CNS_Jiosa says:
<Lounges> *CO*: Yes sir on your order
TO_Hawkes says:
*Ops* On my way!
CO_Grant says:
*Lounge*: I am on my way
CIV_McLeo says:
::finishes and hands the PADD to Harris::
TO_Hawkes says:
Civ: are you done with that?
CIV_McLeo says:
::nods at TO:: TO: All set
OPS_Lynam says:
*CIV*: Mr. McCleod, the captain has an idea.  Hold your actions until we see if it works.
XO_Wall says:
EO: you are not a super human you cant do it all and all at once, understood, I ordering you a couple of days off, I will talk to Lefler to assign other officer to finish up your work.
TO_Hawkes says:
<CPO_HArris>: on second thought, I'll take it, you stay here if the CIV needs anything.
CO_Grant says:
OPS: I am going to the lounge, through the jeffries tube  of course
OPS_Lynam says:
CO: Good luck sir.
TO_Hawkes says:
::Takes PADD And heads to TL::
CIV_McLeo says:
*OPS* Acknowledged
CO_Grant says:
OPS: the bridge is yours
XO_Wall says:
EO: you are to get some sleep!
TO_Hawkes says:
TL: lounge
CO_Grant says:
:: exits the bridge, and climbs down jeffrey tube::
EngMac says:
XO: an order that will never be disobeyed
EngMac says:
XO: may I?
OPS_Lynam says:
FCO: How goes the manual control isolation?
CIV_McLeo says:
::nods at Harris and resumes examining the computer system::
TO_Hawkes says:
::exits TL, heads towards lounge::
CO_Grant says:
::climbs down the jeffrey tube , past the many blinking lights::
XO_Wall says:
EO: i hope not, all orders are to be followed, now get some sleep dont worry about this ship, youw work will be in good hands. I will come back to check on you.
FCO_Nichols says:
Lynam: I can't get some of these to separate.  I think I have it isolated and wham it connects through another pathway.
CO_Grant says:
:: thinks there is no time to change to fancy uniform::
EngMac says:
XO: aye and thanks, but one request
CO_Grant says:
:: exits jeffry tube at leve of lounge::
XO_Wall says:
EO: and that is?
CO_Grant says:
:: enters Lounge, and begins to see various members of the crew assemble::
CIV_McLeo says:
::examines processing unit controls::
EngMac says:
XO: please when I say a runabout isn't ready for action, please don't take it, I don't want to keep repairing it over and over again 20 times, just for one thing
XO_Wall says:
EO: ok now get some sleep!
CO_Grant says:
:: In the lounge waiting for XO and Mr.Hawkes::
TO_Hawkes says:
::Sees the CO enter the lounge, and wlks over to him::
EngMac says:
XO: ::smiles:: thank-you ::now heads towards bed and lies down and immediatelt falls asleep::
CO_Grant says:
:: looks over the food, crackers, cheesewhiz, and cucumber surprise::
XO_Wall says:
::exits quarters quickly heads to TL::
TO_Hawkes says:
::Quietly:; CO: Here are some of Mcleod's ideas. ::Hands the CO the PADD::
XO_Wall says:
*CO*: sorry, I am on my way
CO_Grant says:
Hawkes: Very interesting:: receives a padd::
CO_Grant says:
*XO*: acknowledged
XO_Wall says:
::enters TL: TL: Lounge
CIV_McLeo says:
::examines current computer routines::
Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: all is quiet in the computer systems
Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: the ceremony proceeds 
CO_Grant says:
CNS: Once the XO arrives, calls the crew to attention
OPS Lynam says:
:;Begins looking through the computer's files trying to spot anomalous readings::
CNS_Jiosa says:
CO: Yes Sir
FCO_Nichols says:
::finishes isolating the controls as the CO begins::
TO_Hawkes says:
::Goes to Attention::
XO_Wall says:
::TL stops, quickly makes his way to Lounge down the hall, enters Lounge::
CO_Grant says:
CNS: I want the LC to hear our ceremony, to hear remembrance, to hear loss.
CNS_Jiosa says:
*ALL*: Attention
CO_Grant says:
:: Sees XO arrive, take his station::
CO_Grant says:
CNS: you may begin
CIV_McLeo says:
::stops doing what he's doing and stands at attention::
OPS_Lynam says:
:;Switches on a speaker to hear the ceremony::
CNS_Jiosa says:
*All* We are gathered here to honor our honoured dead
XO_Wall says:
::stands and listens::
CO_Grant says:
::nods solemly as CNS reads off names of crew of Titanic , and their loved ones that survive them::
CNS_Jiosa says:
*ALL*: We honor the crew of the Titanic and remember there deeds as they died bravely for Starfleet for the continuation of freedom throughout the quadrant and beyond
CNS_Jiosa says:
::looks to captain wondering if he has anything to add::
FCO_Nichols says:
Lynam: Everything's isolated and ready.
CO_Grant says:
CNS: Very Good
CO_Grant says:
XO: Have the recorded funeral dirge play now
OPS_Lynam says:
FCO: Very well.  Stand by in case we take any sudden turns.
CNS_Jiosa says:
::the sounds of bagpipes playing amazing grace are heard::
FCO_Nichols says:
OPS: Standing by.
XO_Wall says:
CO: aye ::intiates play::
Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: <veiwer>Mr.Lynam.
CO_Grant says:
:: listens as the music plays::
OPS_Lynam says:
::Stops messing with the computer and readies the program memory transfer::
CO_Grant says:
:: as the music dies away , grant steps upto front of assembled crew:;
CO_Grant says:
ALL: AT ease
OPS_Lynam says:
Types "Yes?  "
CO_Grant says:
ALL: Their sacrifice must not be in vain.
CNS_Jiosa says:
::relaxes::
Host ACTDNicke says:
<viewer> Mr. lynam. Was it wrong to terminate them?
XO_Wall says:
::silently pays his respects::
CO_Grant says:
ALL: Their killer must be brought to justice!
OPS_Lynam says:
::Looks at the viewer::
CNS_Jiosa says:
::how true:
OPS_Lynam says:
Types "We all make mistakes L.C.  And sometimes, we must do penance."
CIV_McLeo says:
::hears nothing after the dirge, so begins exposing the memory modules that will need to be transferred::
TO_Hawkes says:
::Thinks to self "their killer may be runnig our life support right now"::
Host ACTDNicke says:
<viewer>Mr.Lynam> what is penance?
CO_Grant says:
ALL : we live under rules and protocols but humans must truly live only when they make decisions.
FCO_Nichols says:
self: Here we go again!
CO_Grant says:
ALL: And decisions must have consequences
OPS_Lynam says:
::Types "Pennance is a way of correcting a mistake.  Would you like that L.C.?"
XO_Wall says:
::listens to the CO::
Host ACTDNicke says:
<viewer> have I made a mistake mr. lynam?
CO_Grant says:
ALL: Their killer must face consequences. Now is the time of saying good by to that crew of the titanic and now is a good time for LC to face the consequences
Host ACTDNicke says:
<viewer> if i have then yes i would like to correct it... will you tell me how?
OPS_Lynam says:
:;Types ' yes L.C.  You did.  "
TO_Hawkes says:
::Looks at air vents, and vaguely wonders if air is still coming out of them::
CO_Grant says:
ALL: Lets bow our heads for a moment of silence.
XO_Wall says:
::bows head::
TO_Hawkes says:
::Bows head::
CNS_Jiosa says:
::bows head::
CO_Grant says:
:: gently tapps his comm badge to signal the Bridge::
CO_Grant says:
*OPS*: Now
FCO_Nichols says:
::turns to watch Lynam::
OPS_Lynam says:
:;Types "I will help you L.C.  Everyone deserves a second chance. I'll take care of it for you."
OPS_Lynam says:
::Activates the memory transfer::
Host ACTDNicke says:
<viewer> thank you mr. lynam. You are a good friend
CIV_McLeo says:
::waits in computer core with harris::
TO_Hawkes says:
<CPO_Harris>::Sits in computer core wondering what these dang college kids have gone and done now::
OPS_Lynam says:
::Types " Rest in peace"::
Host ACTDNicke says:
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